Canada and to the forces in the Middle East. His last performance in the role was for the 'World Theatre' series of BBC television in 1959, under the direction of Stephen Harrison. Happily, a film of this performance survives in theBBc archives, but unhappily it is only a ghost of Wolf it's stage portrayal. Without the audience response which fed his energy, with his vocal power muted for the microphones, with se~ual innuendo cut in the interests of family viewing, and with Harrison's stolid camera angles, the interpretation loses size, fluidity, and bite. Despite diminished excitement, however, it can still give a useful sense of Wolfit's interpretation. 3 The interpretation was recognized by Wolfit himself as one of his best creations: 'I dare say,' he wrote to R. B. Marriott, 'my Lear, Tamburlaine, and Volpone ... will not be in the long run forgotten';4 and it was largely due to his example that by 1968 Volpone had become the most frequently revived play of its period in the modern repertory, only excepting the most popular plays of Shakespeare. 5 This was no inconsiderable recovery, for, though Volpone had been popular in the Restoration and eighteenth century, after 1785 it dropped from the repertory completely for more than 130 years. 6 Its modern stage history did not begin till 1921, when the Phoenix Society put it on privately for a single performance at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith. There were similar minor revivals in 1923 and 1930, but the first production of real note was done in 1935 by Sir Barry jackson's Birmingham Rep., and transferred to the Malvern Festival later in the summer, with Wilfred Lawson replacing an over-young John Clifford in the title role and earning enthusiastic reviews.
When Wolfit opened on 25 January 1938, however, his was the first public performance of Volpone in London for over 150 years; and though its success immediately sparked other productions (including two in 1940 when Wolfit was reworking his version at Cambridge -one on BBC radio, and a rather poor one by Ro bert Atkins at Stratford), it was Wolfit's revivals which dominated the stage for the next fifteen years and, effectively, rescued Jonson's play from the sentimental German adaptation by Stefan Zweig which from 1926 onwards threatened to drive out the original.? Though Wolfit could still proclaim quite accurately, when he took a curtain call at the end of his final London season, that he was still the only actor who had played Volpone on the professional London stage in modern times, his example had already begun to bear fruit. Many of the revivals which quickly followed bore the marks of his influence more or less directly, and, until very recently, they were invariably judged by reference to his achievement. Of these productions the most important for purposes of comparison are a Stratford production in 1952 in which Ralph Richardson's curious reading of Volpone seems to have been, in part at least, a deliberate reaction against Wolfit's; the first Bristol Old Vic production in 1955, when Volpone was played by Eric Porter, an ex-member of the Wolfit company; two versions by Tyrone Guthrie, Wolfit's erstwhile director at the Old Vic, one in 1964 at the Guthrie Theatre, Minneapolis, with Douglas Campbell as Volpone, the other at the National Theatre in 1968 with Colin Blakely; Frank Hauser's 1966 production at the Oxford Playhouse with Leo McKern; and, more for contrast than influence, John David's clever bestiary production at the Bristol Old Vic in 1972.8 Wolf it may have picked up hints for the more sinister side of his performance from the I cruelty and cunning and intellect'9 of Wilfred Lawson's Volpone, and certainly he was greatly indebted to Michael MacOwan for the overall interpretation of the play and for many details of production, but the chief reason for his electrifying success was that the part of the fox coincided with aspects of his own temperament. Wolfit was an extraordinary man: a natural athlete with boundless energy and self-confidence and a fierce, sometimes almost paranoid, sense of competition. To any venture which caught his imagination he brought a wholehearted enthusiasm which sometimes amounted to 'uncontrolled exuberance.'lo Not surprisingly, he first attracted attention for boisterous comedy, and, although he was also a formidable technician, the secret of his acting was always its sheer scale, an emotional and physical recklessness which invited comparison to Edmund Kean. The energy could have its dark side too, however. Guthrie noted a certain destructive element about him, a need to live at risk and a disquietude with any achieved position,ll which are fascinating in relation to Vol pone and seem to have their roots in his sense of life ~s competition, a constant struggle in which he was determined to be first. This need to feel superior was reflected, for example, in the delight he took in the secrecy of Freemasonry, and, more notoriously, was responsible for his lack of interest in ensemble effects and his quarrels with such eminent collaborators as Guthrie and John Gielgud.
Wolfit's passion for dominance was encouraged by the autocratic paternalism which was at the heart of the actor-manager tradition. Running his own company not only gave him opportunity to surround himself with actors unlikely to challenge his own eminence, it also allowed him to treat the company as his 'family,' in the way thatVolpone treats his household. He could be a kind and generous man in ordinary life, but within the theatre 'all the darkest aspects of his nature bubbled to the surface' and he subjected his hapless actors to psychological pressures which amounted at times to 'backstage terror.'l2 The same black mood was reflected on stage in the contempt or savage harshness with which his Volpone treated Nano, Castrone, and Androgyno and, on occasion, even turned on Mosca; and John Mayes reports that the 1953 company adopted Voltore's warning to the latterWell, flesh-flie, it is sommer with you, now; Your winter will come on [V.iX.1-2]-to coin the term 'wintering' for Wolfit's habit of periodically picking out individual actors for harassment.
. He also extended some of the same attitude to his audiences. Kenneth Tynan noted that 'There is a great deal of almost paternal authority and decision in everything he does (his great fault is to pat the audience's head ... ).'13 Wolfit always played directly to the audience (he was once turned down for a film role on this account by David Lean), and although his experience with provincial tours may have led him at times to condescend or even browbeat, at best this directness also allowed him to share with audiences his own delight in acting. It could give a certain self-consciousness to his performance, a relish, particularly in comedy, which suited Jonson's play admirably because Volpone too is a constant and self-conscious actor. One small detail which can illustrate how this 'paternalism' transmuted itself to Wolfit's famous 'gusto' is the way that, Volpone having agreed to disguise himself as a commandatore, Wolfit spoke the exit lines to Mosca ('I'll goe, and see/What newes, first, at the court.' v.v'5-6) in the flat, ponderous voice he would adopt for the impersonation. Ostensibly, this was only to amuse Mosca (and the spectators), but it also served to impress on a possibly dull audience how the impersonation would be played.
The criticism that Wolfit subordinated all aspects of production to his own acting was extended to the proscenium set and costumes, which he had designed himself. Though the most elaborate in the Advance Players' repertory, the set was a far cry from Peter Goffin's 'goIdencrusted baroque' of 1938.14 Partly for economy and ease of touring, but also partly because of the influence of William Poel, with whom Wolfit had worked in 1930, it made much use of curtains, with major locations using the whole stage and minor locations set before a midstage traverse curtain or the front curtain. A floor cloth of large black and white lozenges gave a 'Venetian' effect for the whole play, which was carried on into Volpone's bedroom with flats of golden brown and drapes of red, including a canopy over the four-poster bed -set on a dais at centre back -behind which he hid to observe his dupes' discomfiture in v.iii. To stage right of the bed was an archway in the back flat with shelves and sliding doors to serve as a treasure chamber, and a similar arch and skycloth to stage left represented the window through which the sun comes streaming in scene one; there were entrances halfway down each side flat. The other main set, the Venetian Scrutineo, used the same flats as the bedroom scenes but covered them in black drapery; the three judges (reduced from Jonson's four) sat behind a desk on the central dais, with the Notario in front of them on a lower level at a desk which Voltore also shared. The dock for Celia and Bonario was front right, and stools were set out for Corvino and Corbaccio (and Mosca in v.xii) down left. Volpone's litter was (naturally) placed downstage centre in IV.vi.
Other scenes were a mixture of curtains and flats. The exterior of Corvino's house was represented by a flat facing the audience at centre right with the traverse pulled across the left half of the stage to meet it. The flat had a door and a practical (if rather low) window, beneath which Scoto's rostrum was erected. The interior of this house was simply contrived by drawing the traverse across the house front at centre right and removing it from the left hand of the stage to reveal the 'window' arch at the rear. All other scenes were played before the traverse or front curtains, with lighting concentrated brightly on the front of the stage. By and large it was a simple and effective arrangement, but in a few years it had come to seem old-fashioned and the sets themselves had grown shabby, so by 1953 The Stage was complaining (15 October 1953) : [ The play] demands opulence, grandeur, movement, easy continuity. Instead the miser's jewels are anything but brilliant and his home is anything but luxurious; the streets are bounded by shaking walls that obstinately refuse to be slid off for the next scene without the most desperate heaving in semidarkness ... Surely non-realism in a standing set would be preferable to this clumsy and crudely-lit attempt at realism.
There were only two real clumsinesses, however. One was at v.V, the scene in which Volpone goes off disguised as a commandatore and Mosca, dismissing the freaks, reveals that he will now betray his master. Wolfit had this played unnecessarily before a flat representing the front door and steps of Volpone's house -the only use of this set in the play. The reason for this was probably to gain more time for Wolfit to get into his commandatore costume, the intervening Sir Pol and Peregrine scene having been cut. Props and costumes also came in for criticism from the later reviewers. Volpone's jewels were inexpensive glass and paste and his gold no more than painted wood, partly to save money, but also because Wolfit saw himself in the tradition of the nineteenth-century actor-managers, and what was good enough for Irving was good enough for him. He took pride, for instance, in the fact that the chain he wore as Volpone had once belonged to Samuel Phelps. Two props are worth special attention because they help convey the production's concern for the audience's physical, empathetic response. One is the chastity belt with which Corvino threatens Celia in II.ii, a repellent looking hoop wrapped in surgical bandages with a piece to go between the legs, originally designed for MacOwan's production by Una Ellis-Fermor. The appearance of this hideous 'lock' establishes Corvino's sexual nastiness as a personal quality antedating Mosca's temptation of him, an interpretation born out by the text; but it is usually omitted in less savage productions (Guthrie'S, for example) and was also cut from Harrison's television version. The other prop was a large paste Woolworth's 'pearl,' one of Corvino's gifts in I.iv. When Corvino wanted this back towards the end of that scene, Wolfit used to pop it into his mouth for hiding and, once Corvino had left, regurgitate it slowly and wetly into the palm of his hand before bursting into laughter-a brilliantly empathetic piece of business to convey the self-indulgence of Vol pone's greed. At one performance in 1944 he accidentally swallowed the pearl and almost choked before it was dislodged. In typical Wolfit fashion, however, the manager turned the accident to account by appearing before the curtain, pearl in hand, to share the experience dramatically with the audience. is More care was lavished on costume than on set or props, and Wolfit spent as much as his modest budget would allow to get a sense of splendour -though this was never very grand and, like the sets, in time became quite shabby. Curiously, there was never more than a limited attempt to convey the bestiary metaphors behind the characterization, even less by Wolfit than by MacOwan, till in 1947 the programs dropped their animal identifications altogether and described Volpone merely as a 'magnifico,' Voltore as a 'lawyer,' and so on. Voltore, in fact, was one of the most obviously animal, in a hat peaked to resemble a predatory beak, with jewels on each side for eyes, a long cloak, stooped shoulders, and claw-like gestures. Corbaccio, croaking, myopic, and hunched over his stick, had a crowlike appearance, but this was not exploited further; and Corvino was represented as a bull rather than the I spruce' raven of the text, heavily built, stupid, and slow, in conventional Elizabethan 'merchant' costume of dull browns. Like the identification of Mosca with a snake rather than fly (cf. 1II.i.6), this derived from MacOwan's original interpretation; yet Wolfit discarded MacOwan's bright idea of costuming the judges as owls, while retaining their cooings and flutterings for more general comic effect.
MacOwan had used the three freaks to establish the Beardsley-like decadence of Volpone's life, and Wolfit retained some of this effect. Nano, the dwarf, was invariably red-haired (a detail introduced by MacOwan to strengthen Mosca's suggestion that Volpone is his fatherd. I.v.46-9) and wore a bag dangling from his belt in front like a diseased scrotum (in 1942 the part was played by a girl); Castrone, not Androgyno, was the 'fool' of the trio, and was played as a mute, dressed in white galabieh and fez like the eunuch of a harem; Androgyno was literally double-sided, with one half costumed as a male, the other as a female, and instructions to do most of his acting in profile, emphasizing first the one side then the other.
The most interesting costumes were perhaps those of Celia and Volpone himself. In the 1938 production Celia had been played by the tall, dark-haired, aristocrat Rachel Kempson (later to be Lady Redgrave), a casting with which Michael MacOwan was never satisfied. He argued that, even more than most, this role needed to be characterized physically, because the lines only convey Celia's resistance to men, not her sexual attractiveness. Taking his cue from Mosca's comments in LV, he saw her as plump, blonde, and submissively young, the kind of girl who 'arouses the lust of big men' such as the Corvino's of these productions; and it was precisely such qualities that Rosalind Iden, a small woman of the 'English Rose' type, was able to suggest, in a pink dress which set off her very blonde hair in a way that lived up to Mosca's description, 'Bright as your gold! and lovely, as your gold!' Except when she was ill for part of one season and Joan Greenwood took over the role (nearly making 'a swan of a goose,' according to one reviewer), and the television performance for which an actress named Jane Griffiths was cast, Rosalind Iden always played Celia to Wolfit's Volpone.
In the appearance of Volpone himself the fox combined with the dandy. Wolfit wore a long red wig swept back behind the ears and over the collar, curled red mustachios, Mephistophelian eyebrows, and a divided red beard. His long black robe with a 'fox' fur collar and reveres was worn over a white shirt, yellow tights, and pointed red shoes, and a finishing touch of opulence was suggested by one jewelled earring, finger rings, and Phelps's golden chain. Over this as invalid he wore a cap with ear flaps, a scarf, and shawl, and covered his eyebrows, nose, and mustachios grossly with ointment in a way that made the audience laugh. His disguise as Scoto was a tall black 'Guy Fawkes' hat, a black eye patch, a tunic of parti-coloured strips and patches, and a tray with canvas shoulder straps which also served for Autolycus in The Winter's Tale. For the commandatore he combined the same black hat with a patently false beard and mustache of the kind that hooks behind the ears, a halberd, and a long black cloak which could cover his costume as Volponeand be discarded with a flourish at the showdown.
Many of the limitations of his set and costumes were forced on Wolfit by financial exigence and in comparison with his acting are finally unimportant, but the criticism that he used his power as manager to surround himself with actors who could not challenge him is more serious and bears directly on his production of Volpone. Other factors were involved in his choice of company, of course -economics, for one, and loyalty to former members of the troupe -but the charge seems to have had some truth in it. Certainly Wolfit made very little attempt to develop the secondary roles in rehearsal. The only speeches that he took special care with, other than his own, were Voltore's address to the court in the first trial scene (when Volpone is, of course, off stage), which Wolfit exuberantly praised as 'lies, alllies,lie upon lie,' according to John Mayes, and the speech of the First Avocatore in v.xii in which the final sentences are harshly meted out. For this latter role Wolfit always cast a slightly outre actor with a powerful voice in order to ensure impressiveness. For the other actors, however, he had really only one instruction, whipping them up to frenzied farce tempo by his demand for speed and speed and more speed.
This was an old actor-manager trick, to make the others speak fast so that the 'star' could draw attention by speaking slowly; but in Volpone it also served a more legitimate purpose. To begin with, the double tempo suits the play's balance between rapid farcical intrigue and the more poetic imaginings of Volpone himself, which Wolfit quite rightly spoke with 'musing majesty.'16 Moreover, Wolfit varied his own speed considerably: he spoke extremely fast as Scoto but very slowly in his roles of invalid and commandatore, and in the virtuoso seduction scene ranged between slow, cooing persuasion and a maniacal flood of promises and treasure. His technique of speaking verse remained, in fact, the method he had learned from Poel -a fast basic delivery, with care for rhythmic variety, and emphasis on key words within the line by stress and use of pauses. His speaking of the first line was typical: 'Good morning to the day' spoken slowly, stretching, a pause, then turning quickly with emphatic pleasure ' Wolfit had such virtuosity in this technique of drawing the audience into a line's delivery that he could even seem to play with it. For instance, the preparation of his invalid disguise was carried on with such frenzied speed after Voltore was announced in I.ii that by the time he climbed into bed Wolfit was literally panting and his delivery of the invalid's first gasping lines shared this joke with the audience at Voltore's expense.
Such tricks also had the effect of keeping audience attention on himself, of course, even when the intrigue was officially under Mosca's control, and perhaps the most questionable aspect of Wolfit's domination of the other actors was his treatment of the parasite's role. Just as he smeared ointment over his own eyes, avoiding the play's symbolism of letting Mosca obscure them for him, Wolfit never allowed the parasite to develop into the ironic independent intriguer that Jonson suggests from the beginning. In the 1938 production Alan Wheatley's Mosca, 'a visible hypocrite from the start, rather emphasized this aspect of the character, perhaps as a clue to the sequel. .. ,'17 but, according to MacOwan, Wolfit was very competitive about this, and in his own productions Mosca was reduced to a mere helper whose idea of cheating his master only came to him opportunistically at the moment when Volpone told the freaks to report him dead. Wolfit invariably cast clean-shaven,light-voiced actors for the role,1s and had them play it with an epicene, attitudinizing quality which related it to N ana, Cas trone, and Androgyno rather than to Volpone himself. He treated Mosca with the same authoritarian harshness as the freaks and there was never any suggestion that he was taken in by the parasite's flattery or that he found him homosexually attractive (as Volpone's eagerness to kiss Mosca and embrace him as a 'Venus' might imply: I.iii. 79, I.iv .137, v.iii. 103-4). A glance at the prompt books shows that much of Mosca's solo plotting was cut out, as were many of the smart, knowing asides which allow him to establish an independent understanding with the audience. For example, his aside comparing Corbaccio and Volpone at I.iv'3-6 and sarcastic 'By your own scale, sir' (67) were cut; as was his cheeky reference to escaping Volpone's I epilogue' at the hands of Corvino (II.i v . [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ; his independent plotting with Corvino (n.vi.40-7) and Voltore (lII.iX.21-3, 25-7, 56-60), including his important explanation for the trick with Bonario (III.iX. Wolfit leapt from the bed and, crouching on the floor, gathered and caressed the jewels that had been scattered in the seduction scene, focussing attention on himself and away from the fact that all initiative passes at that point to Mosca and Voltore. The most flagrant instance of this diminishment of Mosca, however, was the staging of his soliloquy in lII.i, which reveals the parasite's complete independence of Vol pone. This could not be cut because it was necessary as cover for a scene change, but its energy was effectively curtailed by having Mosca deliver it languidly, leaning on a pillar before the front curtain, picking petals from a flower, while the scene-shifting behind practically drowned him out.
On the other hand, it was this attention-stealing of Wolfit which was largely responsible for the comic brilliance of the scenes where the dupes first visit Volpone's bedroom. The breakneck speed of preparation when Voltore arrives, culminating in the gross smearing of ointment on his face and genuine breathlessness, have been mentioned. Wolfit's quavering 'old man's' voice took on a curious Mrs Gamp quality at 'I am sailing to my port' (I.iii.29), which always got a laugh, and at the end of the scene his coughing modulated straight into whoops of laughter as Voltore left. When he was handed Voltore's plate, Wolfit dandled it as though his arms were too weak to support it, but conveyed to the audience that actually he was testing its weight; then he hugged it to his bosom like a hot water bottle, running his fingers gleefully over the carving whenever Volt ore was not looking. The business of hiding Corvino's pearl in his mouth has already been mentioned, and similarly, when Mosca put Corbaccio's bag of cecchines (pronounced' chickens' for the animal allegory) on the bedcover near his folded hands, Volpone seized-it with the quickness of a chameleon's tongue, then hung on to it with closed eyes like a dead man. When Mosca described his master's decline to Corbaccio, Wolfit burlesqued each symptom as it was mentioned; he wriggled his toes beneath the covers with delight as Mosca suggested to Corbaccio the exchange of wills; nodded his head with senile fatuousness as Mosca and Corvino bawled insults at him; mumbled 'Corvino' at appropriately coincidental spots in Mosca's account of his intentions at I.v.30-3; and snorted twice with laughter converted quickly to a cough when Corvino wished to embrace Mosca and asked if Volpone could not actually see them. The audience was never allowed to forget the actual energy of this 'invalid/ who leaped from bed at the conclusion of each visit, and the focus was kept on his reactions rather than on Mosca's clever intrigue.
The same focus on the protagonist and determination to have the audience laugh with, not at, him dictated Wolfit's editing of the text. There was the usual pruning of Jonson's classical allusions and contemporary detail (eg, Nano's doggerel about the transmigrations of Apollo's soul in I.ii) but, apart from the reduction of Mosca's role, there were only two main cuts. The most important of these was the Would-be subplot, a cut with an interesting history. MacOwan deleted it completely in 1938 because, he explained in the program note, These characters are satires on common Elizabethan types in Jonson's earlier realistic manner, and seem to us quite out of keeping with the atmosphere of macabre farce and passionate hatred which inspire the rest of the play. Their omission ... will I believe be justified by making the rather complicated plot easier to follow.
For the 1940 Cambridge revival, however, the subplot was restored and, at the instigation of Maynard Keynes himself, the part of Lady Pol was acted by a don at King's called Donald Beves. 19 Lady Pol is still included in the drama tis personae of the 1942 and 1944 programs (and is again attributed to a man, Eric Maxon, in 1944), but the part has been cut in the prompt books of both these productions and was certainly not played on the 1944 tour because reviewers remark upon its absence. The PolPeregrine exchanges, on the other hand, were never entirely cut, though the feud between them was omitted (and thus the difficult tortoise scene), and their conversation in Act II so w~itt1ed down and redistributed that they became merely two members of the crowd which listens to Scoto, roles so minor that, like the mute Castrone, they were later doubled with the Avocatori. 20 Wolfit never knew what to do with Lady Would-be, however, though her role as legacy hunter and witness at the first trial makes her far more central than SirPol and Peregrine; and it is tempting to speculate that the reason he could find no place for her was that her scenes with Volpone show him in a ridiculous light, as a butt for the audience to laugh at, not with. Similarly, like most modem directors (though not Guthrie), Wolfit shortened the sequence of scenes vi, vii, viii, and ix, in Act v, in which Volpone as a commandatore torments Voltore, Corvino, and Corbaccio in the street. Hindle describes these scenes as 'a joke which needs careful handling if it is not to outstay its welcome and render the last scene less effective than it can be' (p 108), and one reason for this trimming was undoubtedly to streamline the plot. However, the irritating repetitiveness of the scenes is surely their point. Jonson is showing the childish simple-mindedness of Volpone's malice (an analogue is Trabb's Boy in Great Expectations), a dangerous, fly-like persistence quite different from the foxy guile which Mosca seems to have taken over at this point. Thus the cut again removed aspects of the protagonist which invi te derision -for which there was no place in WoIfit's reading of the role.
Wolfit's gift as an actor was to go straight to the emotional core of a character, and the core he found for Volpone was ruthless, overweening virility.21 In MacOwan's phrase, the character, like Wolfit himself, was 'life greedy.' This overmastering vitality had two sides to it, a positive and a negative, the balancing and complementing of which were the clue to Wolfit's success. On the one hand, there was a delight in sensual and material possession, which Freudianly equated money and sex; on the other hand, and overlapping, there was a vicious aggression, a persistent imposition of Volpone's personality on others which could issue into physical violence. Their libidinal common denominator was evident in the I gusto' and' relish' -remarked on by all the reviewers -which W olfit brought to both aspects of the role; and this in turn was closely associated with the fox's delight in acting. Wolfit's Volpone used acting as a bridge between aggression and possession, ranging from acting as malicious dissimulation at one extreme to acting as a form of sexual display at the other -as recalled by Volpone's reminiscence of the time he played ' the young Antinous,' attracting
The eyes, and eares of all the ladies, present, T'admire each graceful posture, note, and footing ... [m.vii. and presented by him to Celia as a proof of devotion (uI.vii.1So-4) and a way of elaborating sexual possession (uI.vii.221-33). It was this glee in acting that also formed a bridge between Volpone and WoIfit himself, allowing the actor to exploit aspects of his temperament and his own relation to the audience.
The aggressive side of Volpone's virility can be seen in Wolfit's handling of the three freaks. His prompt books refer to them as the 'queers,' and it was their sexual abnormality which he emphasized (whereas Guthrie's prompt books refer to them as the 'children' and stress Volpone's affection). MacOwan in 1938, like Frank Hauser later, had exploited their sinisterly 'decadent' side, keying each of them to an instrument in Edmund Rubbra's cacophonous backgro~d music ('a sour consort of woodwind,' according to James Agate), so that their effect spread even into scenes in which they did not actually appear. Wolfit replaced Rubbra's dissonances with much more conventional 'period' music by Rosabel Watson, and the disgusting (though not obscene) dance-mime which constituted the freaks' entertainment in MacOwan's production was replaced by a grotesque 'chorus-girl' kickline (choreographed by Rosalind Iden, who had been ballet mistress at the Old Vic), in which the last word in each line of Nano's doggerel was accompanied by a footstamp and the first word in each line of his song, with the kickline swinging three steps forward then three back so as to remain virtually on the same spot, and pirouetting at the end of the song with an insolent, thrice-repeated gesture of extended forefingers on 'Hee, hee, hee.' The effect was deliberately trivializing, and Volpone was not amused by the entertainment itself (not even by its badness), but by his sense of contemptuous superiority to the pitiful creatures performing itan extension of Wolfit's own well-known contempt for homosexuals, as evidenced in his remark to his dresser, 'Thank God, I'm (sexually) normall' The 'queers" awe and terror of Volpone were stressed, and his comedy of superiority had distinctly sadistic overtones, so that its descent to physical violence in the scene where Volpone learns from them of Mosca's treachery became perfectly logical and inevitable.
Nonetheless, the freaks were much more comic than sinister, and this reflected Wolfit's chief divergence from MacOwan's production, which he found 'too savage' at the expense of the play's 'broad gusty humour which disarms the nastiness of the theme.'22 The main difference between Wolfit's portrayal of Volpone and Lawson's earlier was precisely this dimension of humour which Wolfit shared with his audience, and he put even more emphasis on it in later productions, though the change was not progressive but seems to have fluctuated according to reviews of the previous season. Sometimes he clearly overdid it (eg, in 1947 and 1953) -as many productions have done since, including Guthrie's and Hauser's -but it was always an essential part of his effect.
His main device for sharing this 'broad gusty humour' with the audience was Volpone's own delight in acting, and his performance as Scoto the mountebank became deservedly famous. He played the part with a Nottinghamshire accent, like one of the open-air hucksters in Newark market, speaking. with immense speed and constantly playing off the listeners' reactions in the manner of a music-hall comedian. 23 After the initial short crowd scene, the Pol-Peregrine dialogue was cut, as were most of their subsequent comments on Seato's spiel, so the focus could lie solely on WolfH's virtuoso performance. Their comments were replaced by more general reactions from the crowd as a whole, which punctuated the spiel with 'ah's' and 'ooh's,' gasped at the mention of 'humane fat' (154), started to drift off at the mention of a price, and was drawn into collaboration by Scoto's artful pauses -such as his pause before the final exotic item in his list of curable diseases: 'Seoto ... and cures ... [Crowd: What? Seato:] Melancholia hypocondriaca!' (108-g). He even invented an idiot boy (played by Ronald Harwood in 1953) whose hat he snatched at fha, ha, ha. Poore wretches!' (156-7), doing conjuring passes over it to illustrate his boast I will undertake (by vertue of chymicall art) out of the honourable hat, that covers your head, to extract the foure elements before dropping it back neatly on his head at 'return your felt': another example of Vol pone's humour of contempt, on a par with his treatment of the freaks. When Celia appeared at her window, however, he momentarily dropped the impersonation and, kissing her handkerchief, used the poetic 'courtly' voice he would later try in the seduction scene. Then he dropped back into his Scoto role and expounded the virtues of his 'powder' in a crescendo which was capped at its height by Corvino's even louder interruption.
The other most celebrated scene of the production, and the heart of Wolfit's interpretation, was III.vii, the attempted seduction of Celia. Rosalind Iden played Celia as a completely innocent and terrified victim, whose reminders of heaven were pitiful attempts at self-defence, not the virtuous militancy of a Sabrina,24 while Wolfit's seducer balanced selfconscious poetry with an explicit and oppressive sexuality. He demonstrated his treasures to Celia and promised her luxuries, not as Mammon-like flights of fancy, but with the relish of a genuine connoisseur. As in the opening aubade, 'sensuality took on a religious significance ... when Wolfit's fox touched silks or fingered a jewel, or sipped a heady wine, it was in the nature of an unholy communion';25 and the poetry in both scenes was spoken in the same full, relishing way, with no recognition of Jonson's ironic booby traps within the lines. Such a delivery should modulate quite naturally into song, but unfortunately Wolfit was no singer, so the song was cut by half and delivered rather unsatisfactorily as recitatif,26 with Volpone miming on a guitar to music played off-stage.
An interpretation which aimed to undermine the fox ironically could have exploited this situation, but Wolfit wished to convey Volpone's evil more directly. He did this by underlining the sexuality of the scene to produce a mounting sense of outrage in the audience. 27 The rhetoric was supplemented by a mesmeric and increasing physicality of attack. Wolfit had played the hypnotist Svengali on film and was famous for eye work which seemed to fix each member of his audience individually, like the old Lord Kitchener poster England needs YOU! His Volpone paralyzed Celia as a stoat can do a rabbit, moving constantly towards and away from her, pouring jewels into her startled lap, whispering temptations from behind rapidly into one ear then the other, holding up her chin and murmuring with his lips close and eyes fixed on hers, suddenly whirling her round at 'untill my roofe . whirle round/With the vertigo' (III.vii.217-18), and in 1947 even making Svengali hand gestures (like Scoto with the idiot boy's hat), of which The Times (10 April 1947) complained:
Poetry on the lips of an experienced amorist with his heart in the business may be hypnotic, but it is one thing to make a pass at a girl and quite another to make passes.
At the end Celia, kneeling left front, frantically gabbled her plea for him to observe heaven (239££. -encouraged by the quarto's punctuation of the speech with dashes), while Volpone very slowly paced towards herand, of course, towards the audience, leaning forward with his robe open, his arms at the side and slightly behind, palms parallel to the floor, his eyes shining, lips 10Qse and leering, and an uncanny high pitched chuckle cutting across her plea as though to say, 'You incredibly naIve, stupid little thing.' Contempt moved into rage, however, at her promise to report him virtuous, rising to a howl on 'Nestor's hernia' (261), and became outright attack. Bonario's rescue was only possible by dint of keeping the rampant fox at bay with a sword, and the animal whine and hiss like escaping steam with which Volpone had to accept this, his eyes turned up in a near fit, conveyed absolute sexual frustration, not loss of nerve at being discovered.
The mixture of splendour yet degeneracy of this interpretation was enriched even by Wolfit's limitations. When he began to play the role he was exceptionally trim and athletic, and in 1942 his fox could still be described as 'a dazzlingly handsome man obviously still in his forties, bursting with vigour and vivacity. '28 Later, however, his face thickened and he developed a paunch which contrasted oddly in the yellow tights with his still slender legs and continued agility. The contradiction struck one right from the opening scene, where Volpone, lolling half-dressed on a lion's skin at the foot of his bed, his belly prominent and legs almost girlishly drawn up I held a cup of wine loosely in one hand and ate grapes fastidiously with the other, watching the foolishness of his freaks with savage, sardonic contempt: a disturbing mixture of grossness, delicacy, and threat.
Similarly, his method of speaking poetry, and even the peculiar timbre of his voice, contributed to the interpretation's complexity. Wolfit had great vocal control and variety and an undoubted feeling for poetry, but this sometimes conveyed itself in a rather self-consciously 'beautiful' speaking style, which Tynan once compared unkindly to a prize fighter nursing a young flower or John Steinbeck's Lenny petting a puppy.29 This self-conscious quality gave Volpone's gorgeous rhetoric an appropriately self-indulgent, dandyish quality, as though he were caressing the words like objets d'art; just as the light, almost feline timbre of his voice in persuasion, and what Tynan calls its 'frightening, dilapidated whining note'30 in rage, were exactly suited to a fox, and could be exploited to great effect during Bonario's rescue and the final court scene.
The single interval in the production came after Act III, a 'cliff-hanger' which left Volpone unmasked and desperately starting to counterplot, and gave time to set the stage for the elaborate court scene to follow (the Pol-Peregrine-Lady Would-be sequence of IV.i, ii, and iii having been cut). From this point on the tempo was speeded up even more, because Wolfit considered that the only way that a modern audience could be brought to accept the intrigue's convolutions was to give them no time to worry about it. Accordingly, while the first half of the production took an hour and a half, the second half took only fifty minutes, with a ten-or fifteen-minute interval between.
The first court scenes (Iv.iv-vi) had little of particular note, except that Lady Pol of course was cut from them, and that Wolfit seems to have coached Voltore's address to the bench as a parody of his own style, directing that it be spoken with great speed, thundering emphasis, a constantly rising intonation, and a final obvious 'exhaustion' rather like his famous hanging-from-the-curtain calls. 31 After the trial, however, he shifted the emphasis from Volpone's reluctant admissions of panic and the disastrous competitiveness provoked in him by Mosca's gibes. Instead, he emphasized the fox's euphoria. A sequence was introduced at IV. vi. 62 in which Volpone and the freaks passed over the stage in laughing triumph, before Mosca and Voltore discussed their courtroom success; and once at home in v.i-ii, the prop list stresses the need for a go blet and jug of wine, while the prompt book instructs that 'Mos. keeps Volp.'s goblet full.' Wolfit used his high-pitched, throaty chuckle a lot, and in this atmosphere of self-congratulation and good fellowship his confessions of panic and Mosca's sneers were reduced to their surface level of mere jokes about the perils past. As was mentioned earlier, Mosca's realization that he could cheat his master was presented as a sudden illumination after Volpone had bidden the freaks report him dead, not as the outcome of a growing insolence.
Volpone's decision to play one further malicious trick was a final illustration of the psychological pattern Wolfit had established earlier, in which it was an exhilarated sense of his own superiority that provoked him to torment others. Wolfit put demonic emphasis on his instructions to Mosca to 'torture 'em rarely' (v.iLl1o) and watched his dupes' discomfiture from behind the bed curtains with glee. The scenes in which he torments the legacy hunters in disguise as commandatore were trimmed so as to emphasize their malice, not their pettiness; and this savagery converted easily to overt violence when he learned of Mosca's treachery. He thrust Nano's head back violently by the hair at 'Did master MOSCA take the keyes?' (v.xi.12), as earlier, after Celia's rescue, he had forced back Mosca's head with the accusation 'Th'hast made me miserable' (III.viii.9). In the final scene the audience was held by its sense of his mounting fury;32 his asides to Mosca were snarled with frenzied hoarseness, his face worked in terrifying contortions; till finally, in a burst of utterly contemptuous rage, he revealed his true identity and seized the now abject parasite by the throat.
The revelation of his identity was done bravura style at centre stage, with Volpone sweeping off his disguise and wheeling round in classical 'twopence coloured' pose; and Wolfit exploited once again the relation between Volpone and himself as actors, in a typical yet wholly appropriate way. Whereas MacOwan saw Volpone at this point as 'tragic,' Wolfit wished to find a way to maintain a 'comic' tone, in which Volpone could, as it were, rise above the situation: a difficult and subtle problem which faces all directors of the play, and was recognized by Jonson himself in his epistle to the reader. The serious aspect of the denouement was served by the First Avocatore's harsh denunciation of Volpone, which Wolfit took pains to have emphasized, and also by a startling vocal effect from the fox himself -of which there was always one in any Wolfit performance. After he was sentenced, Wolfit's Volpone held his hands, palms outward, over his closed eyes and gave a strangled, sobbing animal howl, rising on a long intake of breath, which was then expelled hissingly with 'This is call'd mortifying of a FOXE,' prolonging the last sibilant. J.C. Trewin likens the effect to the curling, breaking, and ebbing of an enormous wave. 33
The eeriness of this effect was offset, however, by the comedy of sentencing the lesser rogues which followed, and even more by presenting the court itself as utterly ridiculous. The three Avocatori were made up identically, with horn-rimmed spectacles and skull caps, moving jerkily in unison like puppets, cooing and fluttering (a relic of MacOwan's owls), and throwing their papers about in farcical confusion. The crudeness of this comedy was often criticized: the horseplay clearly got out of hand on occasion,34 and at best it balanced oddly with the seriousness of Volpone's rage; but Wolfit pulled the tones together by coming forward to speak the epilogue in his own person: not in character as Volpone, but as a variant of his own familiar 'exhausted' curtain speech. He relaxed his face so that suddenly the make-up could be seen as make-up; the actor became as visible as the role; and using the 'beautiful' voice in which he had spoken Volpone's flights of poetry, he gracefully begged the audience's applause. Thus the defeat of the fox was absorbed into the success of the performer, and again a Wolfit habit which might have been egotistic proved absolutely right for Jonson's play. 35 Wolfit's productions restored Volpone to the modem stage, but it would be pointless to pretend that his interpretation was definitive. Too many aspects were omitted that later, less important productions have managed to include: the constant awareness of Mosca's independence, for example; Volpone's own weaknesses and failures of nerve, and the way that Jonson has booby-trapped his lines with irony (aspects which Richardson emphasized); the importance of the Would-be subplot as a commentary on Volpone's absurdities and as a balance to the main plot's savagery of tone; and the important and coherent beast symbolism of the play -much exploited by Guthrie and John David -into which the Would-bes fit as parrots (and Peregrine as a hawk). Even what was included clearly had its limitations: the lack of ensemble playing / the often inferior supporting actors, the misplaced farce, the clumsy and increasingly tatty sets, the lack of splendour in properties and costumes.
Yet, when all possible reservations have been made, Wolfit's interpretation remains the most exciting to date. This is because it expressed so brilliantly two basic truths about the play: the psychological essence of the protagonist, and the theatrical importance of his dimension as a performer. 36 The core of Wolfit's fox was the 'pride of life' itself, a powerful and unrestrained libido which relishes life in all its sensual and energetic variety, including the black pleasures of cruelty and power. Such a Volpone becomes a surrogate for the audience's forbidden dreams, and they must sympathize with him strongly yet at the same time repudiate him because he is clearly evil. Wolfit showed that this difficult balance of attitudes depends on the actor's ability to play with the audience's sense of Volpone and himself as both performers, and that only by somehow fusing the two levels of performance in the epilogue can the play avoid a bleakly moralizing end and maintain its comic tone.
These insights still constitute one of the soundest interpretations of the imaginative centre of the play. They justify Wolfit' 
